One hundred years ago, fewer than 10,000 people lived in the city of San Diego. Fewer than 40,000 lived in the county, which then was twice its current area. The San Diego Union was one of four daily papers reporting on the news from here and afar. During the month of January 1901, most issues of the Union were eight to ten pages. Illustrations (except for those in advertisements) were rare. A typical front page might contain between 16 and 20 stories. If you had combed through the paper that month, here are a few of the items that might have caught your eye...

One Hundred Years Ago Today

Story Continued on Page 19
WEATHER

The National Weather Service has issued a winter storm warning for the Valley on Tuesday, with snow expected to fall between 6 a.m. and 11 a.m. The storm will bring up to 6 inches of snow to the area, with the highest accumulation expected in the mountains. Drivers are urged to take caution and avoid unnecessary travel. It is also recommended to clear snow from rooftops and downspouts to prevent ice dams and water damage. For more information, visit www.nws.gov.

LOVE LETTERS

Newt Gingrich's recent comments about the role of women in the workplace have sparked controversy. Gingrich, a former speaker of the House, has been a frequent critic of female candidates in the Republican Party, saying that women are better suited for lower-tier positions. However, many women in the workforce have criticized his remarks, calling them out of touch and unfair. It is important for leaders to promote equal opportunities and recognize the contributions of all workers, regardless of gender. We encourage readers to share their thoughts on this issue in the comments section of our website.
1-HOUR
Eyeglass and Contact Lens Service

Sheep and Goats
PLACES OF WORSHIP REVIEWED

New Life Orthodox Presbyterian Church
Address: 275 Lake Murray Blvd, La Vista, NE 68128

"The Bible says 'God is good and loves His world.' It's so important for our parents to experience how God's love is present. We should be preparing our children to see that, so they will be ready when they grow up."

Thirty-eight-year-old Jeff Brigham has been involved with his church's youth group for the past three years. His involvement began when the youth group decided to make a trip to a nearby church for the summer camp. After seeing the church's youth group in action, Jeff decided to become a member of the group. Since then, he has been an active member and has been able to connect with other youth in a meaningful way. He believes that being a part of the youth group has helped him to grow spiritually and to develop a closer relationship with God.

"Our kids know more doctrine than your average evangelical adult."
PUT YOUR CAREER IN FAST FORWARD

THE CUYAMACA WEEKEND COLLEGE

ALL THE RIGHT CHOICES AND NO TIME LIMIT EARN A DEGREE IN...
- Business Administration
- Computer Information Systems
- Criminal Justice
- Elementary Education
- Paralegal Studies

Cuyamaca College offers an accelerated Weekend College program designed for busy working adults who want to earn a degree. You can enroll college credits that transfer to a four-year college, earn a degree, or get a job that pays well. The college offers courses in Business Administration, Criminal Justice, Education, or Paralegal Studies. Attend a free orientation session and join over 500 adult students who are currently enrolled. For more information, call 858-660-4371.

SPEND YOUR WEEKENDS WITH US

CUYAMACA COLLEGE
300 BANCO SAN DIEGO PARKWAY
EL CAJON CA 92019
CALL: 800-660-4371
www.cuyamaca.edu

$550 is a great price for corrective laser eye surgery.

You'll also get the only refractive eye surgery specialist in California from the prestigious Harvard Medical School.

Experience:
Dr. Vaghjiani has performed thousands of successful LASIK procedures. He is one of the busiest LASIK surgeons in the state of California.

How well can you expect to see with laser vision correction?
Laser vision correction has been shown to reduce the need for glasses and contact lenses. Over 95% of patients achieve 20/40 vision or better. Imagine passing your driver's license exam without glasses or contacts!

Is the procedure long or painful?
No, the procedure is short, and there are no injections, and most patients experience no pain or discomfort during treatment.

Occasionally after the procedure the eye may feel watery or scratchy, symptoms which are temporary and not a problem for most patients.

How can you be certain that laser vision correction is right for you?
When you bring in your glasses or prescription, we will determine if a refractive LASIK procedure is right for you. During your free consultation, a computerized imaging procedure will be performed to determine the curvature of the cornea.

Call now for a FREE evaluation.

GLOBAL LASER VISION
1-800-438-5274
GET LASIK

Visit the Chip Merchant
at your favorite location.

The HOT Buys for this Week!

Memory Kit: 64MB Memory Kit $50
Memory Kit: 64MB SD Memory Kit $50
Flash Memory: CompactFlash 6MB $50
Flash Reader: CompactFlash / SmartMedia Reader USB $35
Video Card: Matrox Millenium G400 $120
Hard Drive: WD Caviar 20GB7200RPM ATA/100 $200
CD-ROM: Acer 8X CD/DVD $120

For a complete product catalog online, check out our website at www.thechipmerchant.com

LETTERS

Dear Aunt Trudy:

I love you to the moon and back. You are the best aunt ever. You always have a smile on your face and make everyone feel welcome. You are the best! I love you and wish you a happy birthday.

Love, [Signatures]
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Dr. Vaghjiani, a leading corneal and refractive surgery specialist, educates eye surgeons from around the world about the most recent advances in refractive surgery.

While Chief Resident of Ophthalmology at Georgetown University Medical Center, Dr. Vaghjiani performed his first refractive procedure in 1985. He is one of only a handful of ophthalmologists who have completed a formal two-year fellowship specializing in Refractive Surgery. Corneal and External Eye Diseases at the renowned Harvard Medical School, Dr. Vaghjiani has conducted numerous research projects in the field of corneal and refractive surgery, and has written and published many articles on these topics. He has lectured and presented significant research papers on advances in corneal and refractive surgery at national ophthalmology meetings. Additionally, he is distinguished for the design and development of many instruments and software used today in refractive and ophthalmic surgery.

How can you be certain that laser vision correction is right for you? When you bring in your glasses or prescription, we will determine if a refractive LASIK procedure is right for you. During your free consultation, a computerized imaging procedure will be performed to determine the curvature of the cornea.

Call now for a FREE evaluation.
It's Here! Unlimited FREE Night & Weekend Minutes www.premierwireless.net

ERICSSON T28Z
$49 ON ANY 1-YEAR CONTRACT

- Voice-activated dialing
- Silent vibe
- Thin lithium-ion battery
- Ultra thin/ultra light—under 3 ounces

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 9AM-7PM

TRADE IN AN OLD PHONE FOR:
- Car kit
- Vibrating long-life battery
- Double stand-up rapid charger
- Hands-free system
- Leather carrying case
- Radiation shield

Your old phone will be donated by Premier Wireless to a local Neighborhood Watch program.
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California Grand Opening * First 1000 Patients Only

LASIK
VISION CORRECTION
5 Convenient Locations: San Diego | Glendale | Irvine | Temecula | La Jolla

$499
Per Eye
No Additional Fees.

CALL NOW FOR YOUR FREE CONSULTATION
1-877-SEE-ICON
www.iconlasik.com (1-877-733-4266)
UNLIMITED FREE NIGHTS & WEEKEND CALLING & 150 BONUS ANYTIME FREE MONTHLY OR FREE UNLIMITED MOBILE-TO-MOBILE & FREE LONG DISTANCE & FREE ROAMING

Ericsson 768 FREE
Micro-Mind 4.4 ounce
Phone, Pager & Answering Machine!

Ericsson T28Z FREE
Voice activated dialing
Silent vibrate
Thin lithium-ion battery
Ultra thin/ultra light under 3 ounces

Nokia 5190 FREE
#1 Phone on the Market!
Phone, Pager & Answering Machine
All in One!
1000 FREE BONUS ANYTIME MINUTES!

Motorola 2282 FREE

TRADE IN AN OLD PHONE FOR:

Motorola

Car Kit
Vibrating long-life battery
Double stand-up rapid charger
Hands-free system
Colorful faceplate
Snap-on belt clip
Radiation shield

Motorola VADER DIGITAL PHONES NOW IN STOCK!

Pacific Bell PCS Store

TRADE IN AN OLD PHONE FOR:

Car kit
Vibrating long-life battery
Double stand-up rapid charger
Hands-free system
Colorful faceplate
Snap-on belt clip
Radiation shield

Your old phone will be donated by
PREMIER WIRELESS
to a local Neighborhood Watch program.

It's Here! Unlimited FREE Night & Weekend Minutes www.premierwireless.net

FREE ON ANY 1-YEAR CONTRACT*

NOKIA 5190 DIGITAL PHONE

No Memory Battery
Super Lightweight
Choice of colors

TRADE IN AN OLD PHONE FOR:

OPEN 7 DAYS 9 AM - 7 PM:

FREE Unlimited Nights & Weekends
FREE Unlimited Mobile-to-Mobile Calling
150 Bonus Minutes Free Every Month

San Diego's Wireless Superstore
#1 PREMIER WIRELESS CALL 619.221.8111 OR 619.299.4455

Home Rate 30
$19.99
30/45 15c/mi.

Home Rate 150
$39.99
150/45 15c/mi.
INCLUDED

Home Rate 300
$39.99
300/40 15c/mi.
INCLUDED

Home Rate 750
$69.99
750/35 15c/mi.
INCLUDED

Home Rate 1300
$99.99
1,300/35 15c/mi.
INCLUDED

Home Rate 3000
$199.99
3,000 15c/mi.
INCLUDED

Gran Opening across from the Sports Arena, next to Tower Records
San Diego's #1 Superstore: (619) 221-8111 • (619) 299-4455

THE PREMIER WIRELESS SERVICE
Small Police Force
The San Diego police force is thought to be swelled up too much for a city of its size. There are only twenty-seven men on the force. One man is stationed in each of the city's eight police districts, each man handling fifty cases per month.

Two Crooked House
Twice in the same day, a crook was caught in San Diego. He was convicted of embezzlement and sentenced to five years in prison.

West Oil Field in This County
Some possibility exists in the oil industry for development of a new field in this county. It is estimated that the field could yield over a million barrels of oil per year.

Page Ten

To Eastern People (editorial)
The Times of San Diego has just issued a special edition designed to show the resources and development of the city to the nation. The work is commendable. Unfortunately, the proprietor of that paper was unable to restrain his own hatred of San Diego. So in the map which he publishes showing the field of the Pacific commerce, San Diego is carelessly eliminated, and Los Angeles, a city twenty miles in the interior, is shown down to the coast and made to appear a port of California, as it is, the deception being heightened by various other errors.

This is a pretty small business, but it is not the Times' first offense. It has been done in the past, and there is reason to believe that it will be repeated.

The attempt of the Times to make Los Angeles prove as a seaport is simply an improvement to make it appear that the city does not have a seaport.
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United Editorial Story
United is all to remember that the discussion is as to when a new industry will make things bear here.

On the other hand, it is all to remember that the discussion is as to when a new industry will make things bear here.
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Two Crooked House
Twice in the same day, a crook was caught in San Diego. He was convicted of embezzlement and sentenced to five years in prison.
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West Oil Field in This County
Some possibility exists in the oil industry for development of a new field in this county. It is estimated that the field could yield over a million barrels of oil per year.

On the other hand, it is all to remember that the discussion is as to when a new industry will make things bear here.
Cervantes was asked by the witch, but most recently began giving her无论前后的 something she had been given to begin her work. As she continued to be hanged by his feet, she was beginning to scream, and then came his voice and the witch's scream as she, in fact, meant, that it is believed his words were, "I am dead, I am dead, I am dead." The day after Christmas, the witch was finally asked, and it was wished by the witch and Cervantes. The witch then, though a short distance behind her, turned away from the woods and went to Cervantes on the road. The latter spoke, but was wished by the witch. The various Cervantes so much that after a short distance he returned to the woods and went to Cervantes on the road. The latter spoke, but was wished by the witch, and Cervantes turned to it. The witch turned to it. The latter spoke, but was wished by the witch.

San Diego's Most Experienced LASIK Center Now Offers a Low-Cost Alternative.

Most Advanced Technology + Correction of Nearsightedness, Farsightedness and Astigmatism

Dr. Kauwech - The LASIK specialist you can trust.

Call for your free consultation today:
1-800-456-LASER
1-800-456-5273
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has fixed up a plumbing shop at 9335 Fifth Street, between A and B.

M.F. Photo, who was arrested on the charge of stealing a box, was dis-
charged yesterday after a trial. The evidence did not show any intention on the part of the defendant to appropriate the property to his own use.
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Huntington Chavez Case — Troubled Aired in Many Courts
A supplemental answer has been filed by the defendant.
in the divorce case of George F. Huntington against Adeline M. Huntington, a suit more than saving trustees on account of the wealth of the parties. Several years ago, Mrs. Huntington brought suit for maintenance in a Chicago court and was awarded the sum of $6,000 per year, which later mod-
tified to $3,000 a year, or
$3000 a year. The suit is in the Superior Court of this county was

Shelby, Aug. 11, 1937, by Mr. Huntington, doing business the gold alluded to.

In her supplemental answer she demande the judgment of divorce. Mrs. Huntington makes the proceeding... in the Illinois courts ordering her husband to pay her an amount of $6,000 per year, which is claimed by the defendant, may not have occurred and that she never did.

The further says that Mrs. Huntington was scheduled in the various courts of Cook county.

The records show that the suit has been a bitterly contested case. A final decree awarding Mrs. Huntington $4,000 per year was entered as a judgment of the Superior Court of the county on July 30, 1937. Mrs. Huntington appealed to the appellate court in the first instance of Illinois, and the judgment was reversed. He then appealed to the supreme court of Ill.

On June 16, 1938, the decree of the circuit court was modified by reducing the amount to be paid to Mrs. Huntington $1,000 a year.

The suit was agreed to by the defendant.

The estate of George F. Huntington is estimated to be worth in excess of $600,000.
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In Social Circles
One of the pleasant social events of the week was the meeting given at Thursday evening by Raymond Babcock, in honor of his twelfth birthday. The midwife of his parents, cousin of the late Mr. Babcock, came from Dayton for the occasion and was regaled with a sumptuous feast. The occasion was looked at as the event of the season.

Monday, January 7

The Japan Prints Again
San Francisco — The Japanese Society, which was founded early this year, was awarded the sum of $4,000 per year, which later mod-
tified to $3,000 a year, or
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Last call for FREE Nokia phones.

This is your last chance to get a FREE phone from Verizon Wireless before the party’s over.
- Up to 4 FREE Nokia 5110i digital phones (Service activation required.)
- Lightweight, just 5.2 ounces, won't slow down your partying
- Up to 175 minutes of talk time for renewing old acquaintances
- 40 different tones for ringing in the New Year
- Color faceplates in fun party colors available for additional cost

Plus, you can get up to 1,700 minutes a month for only $19 a month to start. Ask how you can add up to four lines of service on one account and save with the new Family SharePlan™. Join in.

1.866.2 JOIN IN veri on wireless

encircled a pretty rose; "inside, we thought they grew on top of the sinks," "there's no water," "brown water," and "a stinging net about building" and "getting" shoveled into the main sewage system, so that when they returned to town, they carried out of the sheds or transept.
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President Clinton III
Washington — President
McKeeley has a slight cold,
and is always himself in all
cafes. The cold is not seri-
ous, and will not interfere
with the ceremonies to the
diplomatic corps in the place
at the White House Wednesday
evening.
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To Enforce Chinese
Washington — Enforcement
nares made of California
federal agents searched
attempts to seize a box of
Chinese documents into the
United States.

Are you or a family member a victim of nursing home neglect or abuse?

- Falls/Fractures  
- Bed Sores  
- Physical Abuse  
- Restraints  
- Contractures  
- Dehydration  
- Sexual Abuse  
- Verbal Abuse  
- Neglect  
- Wrongful Death

Free Consultation: 639-232-1105
We have extensive trial and settlement experience.
No Recovery, No Fee.
Attestation of the Public School of San [Sam] Diego—Resigned yesterday morning after six weeks vacation. W.J. Thomas received a note yesterday from Wabash, Ind., stating that his brother-in-law, John Killen, was killed in a wreck on the big iron road.

Wednesday, January 9
Page Two
President II
Washington—The presi-
dent is in a fine condition and the gen-
eral health of Dr. Ely has greatly im-
proved. In his room for three or four days. There was no
obvious indication of recovery, and the
physicians are of the opinion that the
illness is of a chronic nature, and will
continue for a long time. The people of
the city are all well and the streets are
clean. The weather is cold and the
people are wrapped up in their coats and
hats. The streets are crowded with ped-
dlers and the shops are open.
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[Unsolicited editorial]
Alexia's new garden
has begun official life by
taking water from a
"finest bed," against
which the attention
is paid to the atten-
dance of the water
within its perimeters.

New & Used Fitness Equipment
Low 24-piece
Minimum
Graphic Design
logo Digitzing
SPECIALIZED IN CORPORATE APRON
FREE SETUP
Up to 100 Colors
On orders of 12 pieces or more EXPRESS 14 days

POINT LOMA EMBROIDERY & SILKSCREENING

10535 Rosecrans Street
San Diego, CA 92131
Fax: 619-234-9057

CalFram's No-Deductible Primary 45 Health Plan
Primary 45 plan features:
- "45 Co Pay"
- "Choice of Doctors"
- "Hospital Insurance"
- "Choice of Hospitals...
- "Cost Savings"

California HealthQuate Insurance Services
Cal Fram # OBC 4228

4100 McCambridge Court
San Diego, CA 92110

Monthly Cost $45 Co-Pay Plan

Call 800-787-4818

Eligibility.
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Call 800-787-4818
days. She was probably the eldest white woman in America.
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A Pearl and a Half Each
The agricultural exhibit at the chamber of commerce was yesterday unveiled by the addition of ten large water tanks that were to be done in San Diego and the nearby prize winners in Illinois. They weigh a pound and a half each, and were raised at the farm of Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Stover, 107 Union Street.

Another Oil Well
Another oil well is to be started near this city in a short time, the driller and outfit being already in place. A local resident is behind the scheme. The trackless well is about three hundred feet southeast of the Monarch well, on land owned by Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Stover, Farmersville.

Burglars at La Jolla
The cottage of Miss Miriam Lippincott at La Jolla was burglarized early yesterday morning. A $15 and over $10 in postage stamps being

the same man who burglarized the Almaden hotel and Spencer residence at Rosarita.
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Undertakers Cut Price
As the result of competition between undertakers over the control for burying the dead, the price for the services of a undertaker has been lowered by five dollars. Undertakers are now charged $7.65, which will not be lowered further.
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Change in Water Service
After the 1st of February, the house will be furnished with water by the United Water Supply company, instead of the San Diego Water company, as heretofore. This action was taken by the company yesterday. Arthur L. White and the chairman of the United Water Supply company.

Several members of the patrol were looking for the man when he was suddenly shot. The body was found in the road near the United Water Supply company.

In celebration of all those New Year's resolutions you made (including the one to get in shape) we are offering a FREE 2 week trial membership to any one of our seven Frog's Club One facilities.

Call us TOLL FREE for full details.
FROG'S Club One
FROG'S Club One
FROG'S Club One
FROG'S Club One
FROG'S Club One
FROG'S Club One
FROG'S Club One
FROG'S Club One

In Social Circles
The members of the San Diego Cattaraugus club were charming hosts to a handsome and fine collection at their latest slide exhibition Friday evening. The reception room was done up in a graceful way and white and gold decorations were used on the chandeliers and other ornaments of the room illuminated by the electric lights of the present in Hawaii. The cost of admission was $1.50 for adults and $1.00 for children.

President Washington continued to impress. He passed a good night, and set up for a while today.

Page Four
Announcement
If any one imagines that Southern California is still a country town he should read the following receipt for "Way Down South" made by Mr. J. S. Riverside, 600.25, San Diego, 350.00, and $15,750.00, Santa Ana, $750.50, Pasadena, $1025.25, Los Angeles, two rights and a mason, $5,000.00.
The Philippines use to be independent of the United States, but after the Spanish-American War, the United States annexed the islands. The United States was at war with Spain, and Spain surrendered the Philippines. The United States then ruled the Philippines until 1946, when the islands gained independence.

In 2005, the Philippines were hit by Typhoon Wilma, which caused widespread damage and loss of life.

In 2008, the Philippines were hit by another typhoon, Typhoon Parma, which caused significant damage and loss of life.

In 2012, the Philippines were hit by Typhoon Bopha, which caused widespread damage and loss of life.

In 2015, the Philippines were hit by Typhoon Koppu, which caused widespread damage and loss of life.

In 2018, the Philippines were hit by Typhoon Mangkhut, which caused widespread damage and loss of life.

In 2021, the Philippines were hit by Typhoon Goni, which caused widespread damage and loss of life.

In 2023, the Philippines were hit by Typhoon Ulysses, which caused widespread damage and loss of life.
Have you experienced any of these symptoms?

**ANGER!**

Does it cause you trouble?

Do you experience frequent outbursts?

Do you have a "hot fuse"?

Do you get into frequent fights?

Anxiety

• Difficulty concentrating?

• Frequently irritable?

• Constantly reassured?

• Muscles tense?

• Problems falling or staying asleep?

Everyone experiences anxiety or occasional feeling of worry at some time. However, if these feelings become frequent or persistent, they can interfere with your relationships, work, school or play.

[Contact information for UCSD Anxiety Disorders Research Program: (858) 534-2414]


[Reference for anxiety-related medications: "Anxiety disorders†diagnosis and treatment" J Clin Psychiatry 2006; 67:9-18]

Does it cause you trouble? Do you feel loved?

Anger

Experience temper outbursts? Have a short fuse? Get into frequent fights?

We are looking for men and women who are mentally stable and 18 to 65 years of age. Qualified volunteers will be required to come for weekly visits up to 15 weeks and will receive medical and behavioral evaluations and investigative medication at no cost as part of this research study. Participants will receive compensation of up to $900.

For more information, call Diane H prominent at 562-752-2241.

Research Studies

Call Us...

Do you know what your blood pressure is? High blood pressure increases your chance of getting heart or kidney disease, or of having a stroke.

We may be eligible to participate in a medical research study of an investigational medication to lower blood pressure. For more information, contact us.

Sinus Pain, Facial Pressure, Headache? You May Have a Sinus Infection!

A major pharmaceutical company is sponsoring a research study in your community.

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the effects of an investigational medication in the treatment of sinus problems.

Qualified volunteers will receive study-related medical visits, procedures, and medication at no cost. As a bonus, the volunteer will receive up to $2,500.

Research Center of California

858-483-1737

Asthma Research Study

The Institute of HealthCare Assessment is conducting a research study of an investigational medication in the treatment of asthma symptoms.

If you have asthma and are over the age of 12, you may qualify to participate in this research project.

Qualifying participants will receive at no cost:

- Asthma-related physician care
- Study medication
- Physical examinations
- Office visits
- Laboratory tests
- X-ray
- ECGs
- Pulmonary function test

Compensation up to $1,750.

Please call

The Institute of HealthCare Assessment
600 Anastasia Drive, Suite 2209
619-582-5164

Do You Know What Your Blood Pressure Is?

High blood pressure increases your chance of getting heart or kidney disease, or of having a stroke.

We may be eligible to participate in a medical research study of an investigational medication to lower blood pressure. For more information, contact us.
Between 6 and 7 the number is 10; between 7 and 8, 15; between 8 and 9, 15; between 9 and 10, 15; and by 10 and 11 there are only 25, and between 11 and the midnight hour there are 16.

Between 8 and 9 the crowding has been much less. It is nearly a mile from the main entrance. The nearest is to the office... During the busiest hours of the day, fourteen gals are at the switch-board, answering and calling calls, while during the quiet hours, there is only one.

Friday, January 23
Page 1
An Indian War Chief

Sitting on a high stool in the center of the room, a tall, thin, white-haired man, with a long white beard, was sitting quietly on the floor, watching the proceedings. His eyes were bright and keen, and his voice was clear and strong. He was addressing the group of Indian chiefs who sat around him.

"The time has come," he said, "for us to speak out. We have been silent too long. We have waited for others to speak for us. But now we must speak for ourselves. We must speak for our children, for our future. We must speak for the land that is our home."

Mrs. Nation, the leader of the Indian group, thanked the chief for his words. "We appreciate your words, Mr. Chief," she said. "We will carry them with us as we continue our journey."

Remember the Smooth Skin of Your Youth?

What If We Were to Show You Where It's Hiding?

With Eyepoint® Microdermabrasion you can uncover the soft, radiant skin you remember.

EpiLight® EpiLight® Microdermabrasion

Dermatologist & European Facials Waxing & Body Wraps

REJUVA SPA
COMPLETE HAIL REMOVAL & SKIN CARE CENTER
Affiliated with Center for Cosmetic Surgery
3023 Bonita Hill St. #204 Pacific Beach 858.274.8888

Introducing the first laser FDA approved for WRINKLE REDUCTION

- No anesthetic
- No swells
- No bruising
- Immediate return to normal activities
- Biocompatible with no evidence of procedure

Martin R. Sando, M.D., F.A.C.S.
Board Certified Plastic Surgeon
1010 College Avenue
Suite 500
1-866-4832476
www.stanford.com

Introducing "PhotoFacial"

The PhotoFacial® treatment is a purely chemical peel that
removes age spots, actinic keratoses, melasma, pigmentation, sun-damaged skin & fines lines.

10 Off

Cosmetic Surgery Center
5481 Hobart
Suite 500
FAC.S. Board Certified Surgeon

Medical Laser Treatment Center
SPECIALIZING IN LASER REMOVAL OF:
Tattoos - Broken Red Capillaries - Sun Spots

CALL FOR CONSULTATION:
858.272-2021
www.tattooremovallasersystems.com

Tattoo Removal Systems Inc.
DE ANZA VIEW MEDICAL CENTER
5737 Morena Avenue, Suite 8-111 - Mission Bay, San Diego

You will only remove your tattoo once. Why would you compromise?
Sculpt Away Ugly Fat From Your Stomach, Hips & Thighs!

Tumescent liposuction body sculpting

- Less bruising and virtually no blood loss
- No loss of work time in 2-3 days
- Applicable to all body areas with excellent results
- Very affordably done without hospital or anesthesia fees
- Ask about our other services, including:
  - Facial/skin vein treatment
  - Liposuction
  - Hair removal
  - Elimination of veins around eyes
  - Fat reduction treatments
  - Endoscopic lifting
  - Ultrasound
  - Customized skincare products
  - Power and advanced-assisted available
  - Free Spectra 2000 rejuvenation consultation, education, and more restoration

619-697-1325
Board-Certified Surgeons
881 Fletcher Parkway, Suite 201, La Mesa
www.bandlspa.com • Financing Available

Deeply Discounted Permanent Cosmetic Makeup
CALL FOR A FREE CONSULTATION

Eyebrow $99, Lower $199, Upper $199, Full lip $499

Look and feel younger with Microdermabrasion
SAFE AND EFFECTIVE FOR ALL SKIN TYPES
Three Sessions $99
Six Sessions $145
Nine Sessions $195
FREE REVIVIFICATION FACIAL TREATMENT

A treat from head to toe...for only $120 (Reg. $195)

Egyptian Hand & Foot Spa
Couples massage, hand and foot therapy, facial, body wraps, and more...

SONYA of London
Sons of the North American Indians Foundation

Thursday, January 29

Talented Plastic Surgeons
Who Listen and Understand Your Concerns.

Deniz J. Gocken, M.D.
Staff Surgeon, Scripps Memorial Hospital, La Jolla
Certified, American Board of Plastic Surgery
Fellowship in Maxillofacial and Cosmetic Reconstruction Surgery

BEAUTIFUL BREAST AUGMENTATION

Consider a technique that leaves no scar on the breast!

Safe and effective, it leaves only a small, barely noticeable scar high in each armpit. Many women interested in breast augmentation can benefit from this technique, commonly known as the "transaxillary approach." If you are thinking about breast augmentation, you owe it to yourself to explore this exciting possibility by calling for your personal consultation.

Call Now: 858-622-1177

Micro Derma Peel Introductory Offer
$75

50% off on any additional treatment

SKIN SENSATIONS
5250 Fashawn Dr., Suite A, San Diego, CA 92121
(858) 499-5100
(858) 499-5101

BEAUTIFUL BREAST AUGMENTATION

Consider a technique that leaves no scar on the breast!

Safe and effective, it leaves only a small, barely noticeable scar high in each armpit. Many women interested in breast augmentation can benefit from this technique, commonly known as the "transaxillary approach." If you are thinking about breast augmentation, you owe it to yourself to explore this exciting possibility by calling for your personal consultation.

Call Now: 858-622-1177

Deniz J. Gocken, M.D.
Staff Surgeon, Scripps Memorial Hospital, La Jolla
Certified, American Board of Plastic Surgery
Fellowship in Maxillofacial and Cosmetic Reconstruction Surgery

and was honestly enjoyed by all attending...

Country Fair in March The second of the series of the San Diego County Agricultural shows was held at the San Diego County Fair on March 15th. A variety of exhibits were on display, ranging from vegetables to livestock. The fair was a great success, with visitors coming from all over the area to see the impressive displays.

Page Five The Harding Case The Harding case was recently decided in the 5th District. Mr. Harding was tried and acquitted of all charges. He was found not guilty of all counts. He was later found guilty of all counts.

Page Six The November 1986 elections were won by Mrs. John Smith in the 5th District. She was re-elected to her second term. She was the only candidate who ran against her.

This was her second term and she was now able to be in Congress.
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Deep Performances of Deep Music

The playing of all this was — to put it concisely — stupendous.

Steve Osborne's performance at the All Points East festival was one of the most memorable moments of the event. His performances were praised for their technical skill and emotional depth, leaving audiences in awe.

Review

Catherine Savage

Osborne's technique is unparalleled, and his sound is a unique blend of classical and contemporary elements. His ability to adapt to different musical styles and genres is a testament to his versatility as a musician.

Free Whale Watching
Sightings Guaranteed!

Islares Sportfishing

Free Whale Watching Sighting Guarantee!

Holiday Gift Certificates
Available! Manta Ray Sails 50% Off On Sea Pals Adventure 58,000,000

Make Dancing a Part Of Your New Year's Resolution!

DANCE FOR $39
With starting from 1-32

DANCE FOR $20
With starting from 1-32

Holiday Gift Certificates
Available! Manta Ray Sails 50% Off On Sea Pals Adventure 58,000,000

Single?

For all you need to know about 

The Single 2017

Call to order now!
What Goes Around

Dirr, trees, and weeds spike stop once magisterial
structures like ratty hairpieces.

Now, in all my aggravation due to my
Downloaded from the Central of the Dam, the French
Deck suddenlyاور به آماده شدن از بالا، فرانسوی چاپ شروع به کرایه یک میلیون
 revolutions. The next morning, the lady
person who had been renting the
 French Deck suddenly took
 her Revolution and
 threw it at the lady
 who had been renting the
tree house in the background.

I'm a bit out of it with my
head stuck in the trees.

The other day, in the
Library, a lady who
read a book on
Samuel Johnson's
ratty hairpieces
was discovered by
Adam, Grodinsky, and
Tobin. In the book,
Johnson is quoted as
saying, "I have been
reading Johnson in a
certain way, in the
early 18th century, by
quality of transforming itself as a
decadent man. When
every possible society was
down in the
Library of Congress,
the lady who read the book
on Johnson's ratty
hairpieces was
found among the
shelves of old
photography,
Journalism and
society magazines.

In the library, a lady who
read a book on
Johnson's ratty
hairpieces was
found among the
shelves of old
photography,
Journalism and
society magazines.

In the library, a lady who
read a book on
Johnson's ratty
hairpieces was
found among the
shelves of old
photography,
Journalism and
society magazines.

In the library, a lady who
read a book on
Johnson's ratty
hairpieces was
found among the
shelves of old
photography,
Journalism and
society magazines.

In the library, a lady who
read a book on
Johnson's ratty
hairstyles was
found among the
shelves of old
photography,
Journalism and
society magazines.
"A One-Woman Show, But What a Woman!"
— The New York Times

“Three time Emmy-award winner for her role as Edith Bunker on All in the Family, Jean Stapleton takes the stage creating an inspiring portrait of Eleanor Roosevelt that is at once intimate and impassioned.”

A very special theatre event starring a gifted and beloved actress.

Jean Stapleton
STARRING IN
ELEANOR
Her Secret Journey
A Theatrical Portrait of Eleanor Roosevelt

January 25 - February 4! 10 Performances ONLY!

Show times: Thurs. & Fri. 8 pm - Sat. 2 & 8 pm - Sun 2 pm $20 - $40

SPRECKELS THEATRE
Call 619-235-9500 for more info.
**BUFFALO JOE'S**

**BLUES OUT**

**Hip Hop - Reggae - R&B**

**Flashlight Fridays**

**VIEJAS CASINO**

**THE DISCO PIMPS**

**FISH & THE SEAWEEDS**

**WHITNEY CONNOLLY IN THE TONK RINGS**

**THE GASNOLLS BEST HAPPY HOUR PARTY**

**SMIRNOFF RED NIGHT CALL**

**THE GASCONY BEST HAPPY HOUR PARTY**

**CALL**

**500 IN CASH IN GIVEAWAY**

**R.B.I. NEW YEAR'S PARTY**

**NEW YEAR'S EVE**

**LOCALES NIGHT**

**$2 SPECIAL**

**B-SIDE PLAYERS**

**HAPPY HOUR WED., FRI., SAT. 5-7 P.M.**

**CHICKEN & RICE $5.00**

**TICKETS ON SALE TOMORROW 10 AM!**

Friday, February 16th - 8 p.m.
A Song for Every Bull

"I prefer to play songs from Mexican composers."
Genius Monk Dreams

The two gifted players hit it straight away.

Duke Ellington in 1943 at the age of 46, very far from being the most commercial of bandleaders, was the first real world celebrity to play the piano. He was known for his virtuosity and the way he could make the instrument sound like an orchestra. He had a passion for jazz and was deeply committed to the art form.

But he was also admired for his magnetic presence, which helped him connect with audiences. He was known for his showmanship, which included his distinctive call-and-response style of playing, where he would frame his solos by asking questions and having the band answer. This would lead to some of his most famous performances, such as the one at Carnegie Hall in 1943.

In addition to his musical talent, Duke Ellington was also known for his philanthropy. He was a supporter of many causes, including those related to civil rights. He was also known for his generosity, often giving away his own money to help others.

But his greatest legacy may be his influence on jazz. He was one of the most important figures in the development of the genre, and his music continues to be popular today. His legacy is a testament to the power of music to bring people together and to inspire change.
UCSD 4e events

CAB CARNIVALS
featuring vocalist Chris Calloway
January 19 - Friday
Temple Emanu-El, 2424 Prospect Pl., La Jolla 327-0620

THE AMADEUS TRIO
Jan. 31 - Wednesday
San Diego Civic Theatre, 1100 Third Ave., downtown
619-234-5623

MASTERS OF PERSIAN CLASSICAL MUSIC
Feb. 1 - Thursday
San Diego Civic Theatre, 1100 Third Ave., downtown
619-234-5623

PAUL HORN & R. CARLOS NAKAI
Feb. 2 - Friday
San Diego Civic Theatre, 1100 Third Ave., downtown
619-234-5623

SANDEE THOMPSON
Jan 31- Feb. 1
San Diego Civic Theatre, 1100 Third Ave., downtown
619-234-5623

ONLINE CLUB COUPONS!
The following discounts have valuable coupons in the Music Section of the Reader's Web site. Select North County
Blinde Mamas $2 off cover
Blue Agave 2 for 1 on all lunch specials
Cafe by Brick $2 off lunch
California Express 2 for 1 drinks off lunch
Camaro Bar free cover with dinner
Creek $2 off admission
O'pat's $5 off admission Saturday
Pabst Blue Ribbon free admission Thursday
The T-Shirt Bar 2 for 1 admission
Champions Lounge 2 for 1 admission
Liquor & Ice $2 off admission
Marinick Ranch 2 for 1 admission
McCalley's Beach Club $2 off admission
Meadowbrook 2 for 1 admission
Pitt Bar & Grill free cover
Patricks 2 for 1 admission
Second Wind 2 for 1 admission
Seyla free admission
Shan Rocks Shack $2 off admission
The Last Lounge free admission
Turquoise Beach Club free admission
Weddings 2 for 1 admission
ZumBa Lounge free admission
SanDiegoReader.com For Information/advertising your club online, call the Reader/Lifeguide Advertising Department at 619-233-3000.
I'm Not God

"Being a smart wine writer, he was not going to go and ruin his career betting on a San Diego winery."

Wine-lover Butterfield, a wine writer, was not going to go and ruin his career betting on a San Diego winery. He knew that the odds were not in his favor and that he would probably lose. But he was a wine lover and he wanted to try something new. He decided to bet on a San Diego winery and he was not going to let anyone else know about it.

Butterfield's bet was not a wise one. He lost a lot of money and he was not happy with his decision. He had to pay off his debts and he was not able to live the life he wanted to live. He was not a smart wine writer anymore and he had to start over.

Butterfield learned a lesson from his experience. He realized that he had to be more careful with his money and that he had to think twice before making a big decision. He was not going to make the same mistake again and he was going to work hard to make up for his losses.
Red's Steaks & Seafood
3415 Mission Blvd., La Jolla 858-454-2200
Open daily. Lunch 11-3. Dinner 5-9. Prime rib of beef, fresh seafood, broiled, grilled or sautéed. Largest selection of red wine in the area. All major cards. Large parking lot.

LA JOLLA

SUSHI

CRAIG'S LIVESTOCK RESTAURANT
2654 Black Mountain Rd., La Jolla 858-454-6100

LA JOLLA

THE BEACHES

TUESDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

HAPPY HOUR

MEXICAN AND SEAFOOD SPECIALS

25% OFF YOUR ENTIRE CHECK

ENJOY OUR GOURMET MEXICAN CUISINE

ESCAPE TO MOROCCO

$10 OFF AUTHENTIC MOROCCAN CUISINE

HAPPY HOUR

HALF-PRICE SUSHI ROLLS

$130 JAPANESE DRAFT BEER

THE SURFSIDE

SUSHI & CALIFORNIA COASTAL CUISINE

4527 Mission Boulevard, Pacific Beach 858-273-2579
www.surfside90.com

Tuesday Night Special

Half-price Sushi Rolls

$130 Japanese Draft Beer

Free Parking

India Palace

Cuisine of India

Now Open in La Jolla

"Raintree in the City, now a salon in Indian Cuisine"

Award-winning chef and his wife own

"River of Taste"

Zafari & Melek

1993 & 2000

2045 Kettner Blvd., San Diego 858-292-9000

Bella Italia Cocktail Bar

Monday-Wednesday 5-8 p.m.

2 FOR 1 LUNCH SPECIAL

70% off all of our lunch menu

Half-price Sushi Rolls

$130 Japanese Draft Beer

Free Parking

India Palace

Cuisine of India

Now Open in La Jolla

"Raintree in the City, now a salon in Indian Cuisine"

Award-winning chef and his wife own

"River of Taste"

Zafari & Melek

1993 & 2000

2045 Kettner Blvd., San Diego 858-292-9000

Bella Italia Cocktail Bar

Monday-Wednesday 5-8 p.m.

2 FOR 1 LUNCH SPECIAL

70% off all of our lunch menu
Looking for a job change this year?
We have positions available now!

COMPLETE STAFFING FOR THE DENTAL OFFICE
POSITIONS AVAILABLE NOW!
Full-time, part-time, temporaries and permanent. Dental experience required.
• DENTIST
• ASSISTANT
• HYGENIST
• MGRS/RECEPTIONISTS

HEALTHCARE FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS

NO FEE TO APPLICANTS
619-498-4801
Or e-mail: info@medicalrecruiters.net

OUTSIDE SALES CONSULTANTS
Industry leader seeks hardworking, ambitious professionals to share in our continued success. Income limited (Limited) if performed.
Job Description: If you enjoy working with people.
Pre-existing cemetery sales helps people prepare for the future.
www.OutsideSalesConsultants.com

HOMES.COM
Is NOW Hiring Inside Sales People!!!
• Stock Options!
• Base Pay/Top Commissions
• Daily Spiff Bonuses!!!

Our Average Salesperson earns over $40,000/year and up.

• 401(k) plan
• Health/Dental/ Disability/Life
• Management opportunities

CALL TODAY!
858-535-9332 x2703
We're Looking For Key Players

As the nation's largest provider of non-prime lending services for auto, we believe our career growth depends on yours. As a result, we give credit where credit is due in the form of rewards, recognition and opportunities. If you're motivated, creative, and seek a challenging professional environment, you could be just the key player we're looking for.

COLLECTIONS COUNSELOR (FT Day/PT Evening and Weekend Positions Available)

Auto Dealer and Manual Skills are a plus.

This individual will locate and call customers with past due accounts and determine appropriate methods of collecting payments. Responsibilities include maintaining all customer records, ensuring payment accuracy and ensuring all balances are referred to an appropriate course of action. You will also prepare customer notification letters and perform other support activities such as achieving all required goals and objectives.

The ideal candidate will possess a minimum of 3 years of collections experience preferred.

Send resume, including salary history in subject line, to: HR, ATTN: Jill by July 15, 2014. All resumes will be considered.

GROSSMONT-CUYAMACA COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT is accepting applications for the following classified positions:

- Admissions & Records Specialist
- Athletic Facilities Technician
- Clerical Assistant
- Communications
- Equipment Operator
- Custodian
- Instructional Lab Assistant, Intermediate
- Instructional Lab Assistant, Senior
- Instructional Lab Assistant, Instructor
- Learning Skills Specialist
- Multilingual Assistant
- Public Safety Officer
- Research Analyst
- Secretary
- Student Services Assistant, Senior
- Student Services Specialist

For information, call our office at 619-644-7637, or visit our website at www.gcccd.net to download available applications.

An Equal Opportunity Affirmative Action Title IX Employer

THERE'S NO REASON TO WORK IN A HOTEL OR RESTAURANT. THESE ARE THE OPPORTUNITIES.

You Can Be Part Of Heritage Security Services Today!

- Competitive Pay
- Painless Hiring
- Excellent Benefits
- Outstanding Work Environment
- On-Site Certified Training Provided

We are recruiting customer service representative with great benefits:

- Downtown San Diego - La Jolla
- Clairemont - Del Mar

San Diego
Camarillo
North County
Llano
Torrance

HERITAGE SECURITY SERVICES
Are you ready to change careers with great benefits?

www.HERITAGESECURITYSERVICES.com

EXECUTIVE PAY FOR EXECUTIVE PRO!

Achieve your real potential in our high-growth, high-challenge atmosphere. If you have 3-5 years of outside sales experience and are a top performer, we would like to talk with you. We offer excellent industry training and a generous compensation package commensurate with sales skills and work experience.

Fax, mail or e-mail resume with salary history to:

Anderson Direct, Attn: F.J. Hagen
9431 Dowdy Drive, San Diego, CA 92126
Fax: 858-348-5169, E-mail: FJH@andersondirect.com

www.andersondirect.com
2-year or 24,000-mile warranty on all work
- Nobody beats our prices.
- Complete engine and transmission service.
- Upper front-end, clutch, and transmission special.
- Brakes, exhaust, and steering service.
- State inspection included.
- Lifetime labor guarantee on all labor.
- Lifetime parts guarantee on all parts.
- Free pickup and delivery within 10 miles.

Blown head gasket? Cracked heads? Noisy lifters?

60,000-mile major service $29.99
- Full oil change
- Oil filter
- New spark plugs
- New air filter
- Check engine
- Brake inspection
- Lubricate
- Full inspection

Tune-up special $24.99
- Oil change
- Oil filter
- New spark plugs
- New air filter
- Check engine
- Brake inspection
- Full inspection
- Lubricate

Half-shafts & axles at low as $99.99
- RearAxle inspection
- RearAxle repair
- RearAxle alignment

Valve jobs starting at $495.99
- Overhaul.
- New heads and valves.
- New intake and exhaust manifolds.

Brakes $39.99
- Front
- Rear
- Disc brakes
- Drum brakes

Head gaskets $398.99
- Replacement
- Overhaul
- New heads and valves

C.V. joint boot special $39.99
- New boots in all cars.
- New boots in all trucks.
- New boots in all vans.

Timing belts from $69.99
- New belts in all cars.
- New belts in all trucks.
- New belts in all vans.

Engine rebuilt up to $849.99
- New engines in all cars.
- New engines in all trucks.
- New engines in all vans.

COLOSSUS AUTO REBUILDERS
Complete auto repair and engine rebuild specialists. Serving San Diego for over 7 years.
790 El Cajon Blvd., El Cajon, CA 92021
619-441-4907
619-441-5239

JAPANESE ENGINES
AND TRANSMISSIONS
HIGH QUALITY. LOW PRICES. QUALITY WORK.
K. Watanabe Corporation
858-536-1100
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m.-2 p.m.
Christmas It seems a time when the whole world turns into my Italian relatives.

One of the recurring difficulties in this Christmas season is, "What do we eat on Christmas night?" One would think the answers would vary from region to region, but for Italian families, the traditional Christmas dinner is not negotiable. "We have this ritual, this tradition," one of my relatives insisted. "It's not about the food; it's about the family and the bonds that are strengthened." 

I tried to persuade her to try something new, something not typical of Italian Christmas. "But we have to have this," she said firmly. "It's a tradition."

I gave in, knowing I couldn't convince her, and we settled on the traditional menu. As I was setting the table, I couldn't help but think about the many years we had spent together, celebrating Christmas and all the traditions we had formed. It was a bittersweet thought, knowing that with each passing year, the number of relatives who would be part of that tradition was decreasing.

Despite the challenges, I was grateful for the memories and the love that was shared during the holiday season. It was a reminder of the importance of family and tradition, and how they bring us together in times of love and joy.

The author's note: It is always difficult to see the end of a tradition, but it is also a time to reflect on the joy it brought and the memories it created. It is a reminder of the importance of family and tradition, and how they bring us together in times of love and joy.

Indeed, it is through tradition that we find our identity and our connection to the past. It is through the stories and legends that our ancestors shared with us that we learn about our heritage and our roots. It is through the food and the music and the decorations that we celebrate and honor our family and our culture.

The end of a tradition is not the end of a story, but the beginning of a new one. It is a chance to create new memories and to cherish the ones we have already formed. It is a reminder that the past is not something to be feared, but something to be celebrated and cherished.
New Year's Resolution: Offend more people with loud stereo.
Earn a Master's Degree from a nationally recognized graduate school—right here in San Diego.
Keller Graduate School — a reputation for excellence and the courses to help you achieve your goals.

The Master of Accounting and Financial Management
Keller is one of those schools that are developing with the financial management or consulting. The possibilities are endless. In the degree, there will give you the essential skills needed to get into a major role in the profession.

The Master of Business Administration
Keller is one of the schools that are developing with the financial management or consulting. The possibilities are endless. In the degree, there will give you the essential skills needed to get into a major role in the profession.

The Master of Information Systems Management
Keller is one of the schools that are developing with the financial management or consulting. The possibilities are endless. In the degree, there will give you the essential skills needed to get into a major role in the profession.

The Master of Telecommunications Management
Keller is one of the schools that are developing with the financial management or consulting. The possibilities are endless. In the degree, there will give you the essential skills needed to get into a major role in the profession.

or visit us at:
www.keller.edu

Keller/San Diego
(619) 683-2446

KELLER GRADUATE SCHOOL OF MGMT
2055 CAMINO DEL RIO NORTH STE 204
SAN DIEGO CA 92108-9667
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KELLER GRADUATE SCHOOL OF MGMT
2055 CAMINO DEL RIO NORTH STE 204
SAN DIEGO CA 92108-9667

DIRECTIONS: The Keller Graduate School of Management is located in San Diego, California. It is situated in the heart of the city, providing easy access to a variety of cultural, recreational, and business opportunities. The campus is easily accessible by public transportation, including bus and train services. The closest major airport is San Diego International Airport, located approximately 10 miles from the campus. The campus is also easily accessible by car, with convenient access to major highways and freeways. For more information, please visit our website or contact us directly.